
Option-rich Cetra lets you use monolithic panels, or mix materials on sectional panels, for striking  
elegance in high visibility areas. Choose from a warm palette of luscious wood finishes to create a 
strong, sophisticated statement in your space. With the rigidity of steel frames, you can stack panels 
to the ceiling for visual and acoustical privacy. Cetra imparts the permanence and stability that can 
only come from wood.

CETRA®

The tradition of wood adorned 
with sophistication



Cetra® panels have it all—strength, beauty,  
elegance and the warmth of wood

• Steel structure and J-channel connections for strength and durability. 

• Create sections with  privacy.

• 2-sided panels available in wood, glass, fabric, metal or combination.

• Details include hinged doors, glass panel frames.

• Trim available in  softened or transitional.

•  Monolithic or sectional panels. Using sectionals lets you mix fabric,  
glass, metal and wood tiles to make a distinctive interior statement.

•  Create multiple heights from 30" to 118" with 7," 12" or 19"  
stackable panels. 

•  Choose from the full Kimball  palette of wood  including  
mocha, honey, espresso, caramel, toffee and more. 

•  Traxx,® exclusively from Kimball  allows you to mount Cetra  
panels directly to building walls. Increase planning  improve  
the efficiency of vertical spaces and make your walls more interesting.
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Cetra may contribute to LEED credits. Please refer to our  
Environmental Data Sheets, located on www.kimballoffice.com, 
for specific details. 

 

Cetra meets SCS Indoor Advantage certification.

 

 
 

Find inspiration, gather information and see how Kimball Office products can contribute to your 
green building project at www.kimballoffice.ecoscorecard.com 

Kimball Office products are level™ certified. level™ provides an 
easy way to understand how our products can contribute to 
your sustainability goals. level™ assures a comprehensive, 
independent and impartial assessment of the environmental 
and social impacts of a product’s manufacture to the BIFMA e3 
sustainability standard.


